
Croshi’s long-term mission is to bring an easy and seamless transaction process for all users on 
the Cronos Smart Chain.  
 
Our owner has complete KYC and Doxxed with Mad Meerkat Finance and Rugdoctor. Ensuring 
our investors feel confidence in buying our token is paramount. We have also locked our 
liquidity for 6 months with TeamFinance. 
 
Our branding and token image is at the heart of our future success. Croshi wants to be a fun, 
and easy to access token for all. Our low fees and easy accessibility through Crypto.com make It 
possible for all walks of life to invest. There’s a large number of new investors looking for the 
next huge potential coin like SHIB, and Croshi is just that.  
 
What are we planning? 
We want to provide users with a comprehensive platform with an array of utilities such; 
Bridging, Staking, Farming and Swapping - breaking down barriers of entry to this amazing new 
chain. 
 
With our attentive branding, devoted community, and well-skilled team, we place ourselves a 
cut above the rest, priding ourselves as one of the first major meme-tokens on the Cronos 
Smart Chain.  
 
Along with this – we want to be a major player in the CRO-NFT market.  
 
Origin 
After years of missing out on integral, high-potential tokens, and getting engulfed within the 
poisonous ecosystem of the Binanance Smart Chain – the team decided to look elsewhere for 
long-term investments, which is when we stumbled upon Cronos and Crypto.com. It was only a 
short amount of time before they realised the potential of this network… and soon their 
attention was solely focused! 
 
Not long after the idea of Croshi Inu was devised. It seems to be the beginning of the era, and 
with Croshi, you can get in right at the start! 
 
Why Cronos? 
At the time of writing, CRO is currently 18th on the Global Crypto-currency index with $11bn 
Market Cap, BNB is ranked 4th with $71bn, with ETH at number two, sitting at $403bn. It won’t be 
long before CRO catches up with BNB which would mean an almost 7x for all tokens on the CRO 
network….  
 
Now do you see why you are so early on this journey? 
 
From signing a $100 million deal with Formula One to taking on the title sponsorship of the 
famous former Staples Center in a $700 million deal, Cronos (CRO-USD) is changing the game 
on how to lure the mainstream to a new product or unique space like cryptocurrency. 
 
Croshi aims to follow in the footsteps of its father, by implementing unique and smart-
marketing strategies to bring exposure to our platform and beloved $CROSHI token. 
 



 

 

 

Phase 1 

Arrival of Croshi Inu... 

Mad Meerkat Finance listing & stealth launch. 

Website launch. 

MMF Whitelist. 

 
Phase 2 

Coingecko and Coinmarketcap listings. 

CROmmunity partnership development. 

NFT release & minting. 

 

Phase 3 
Dapp launch. 
Staking . 
Bridge Croshi to other networks. 

 

Phase 4 
Listing on Crypto.com and other huge exchanges. 
CroshiSwap. 
Big-list Celebrity endorsement. 

 

 

 


